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Abstract

Control Centers for Nuclear Power Plants have characteristically been desigi^d

for maximum attention by the operating staffs of these plants. Consequently,

the monitoring, control and diagnostics oriented cognitive activities by these

staffs, were mostly "data-driven" in nature.

This paper addresses a control center concept, under development by Combustion

Engineering, that promotes a more "information-driven" cognitive interaction

process between the operator and the plant. The more "intelligent" and

therefore less attentive nature of such interactive process utilizes computer

implemented cognitive engineered algorithms. The underlying structure of these

algorithms is based upon the Critical Function/Success Path monitoring

principle. The paper highlights a typical implementation of the minimum

attention concept for the handling of unfamiliar safety related events.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The control centers of conventional PWRs and BWRs in the US, have traditionally

been designed for mostly manual operation of these plants. This manual

operation was supported by automated plant safety shutdown systems, and by

control rooms characterized by multiple control panels utilizing an extravagant

mixture of indicators, recorders, annunciators, hand-operated controls, etc.

To maintain control of such plants, the operating staffs must continuously

perceive a multitude of plant symptoms, and process these in cognitive

algorithms to obtain the knowledge needed for understanding of the status of

the plant, and to take the necessary decisions for control actions, if so

required. The cognitive algorithms utilized during this mostly "data-driven",

maximum attention interactive process with the plant, included cognitive

algorithms based on education, training and experience, and represented the

cognitive elements normally associated with human intelligence such as

reasoning, and the acquisition and representation of knowledge.
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Considering the growing complexity of nuclear power plants in general, and the

resulting complexity of the human cognitive process to monitor, control and

diagnose these plants, it seems not surprising that the nuclear community has

sougnt for means to support this process. Initially this support i>c''ic:ed

carefully documented procedures detailing every step from cold STJ-.COW' :O

full power operation, post-trip actions, procedures for emergency opera7:' nns,

refueling, maintenance, etc. Later, as the awareness of the hunan cognitive

process increased and especially the psychological and the physiological

effects on this process during adverse plant situations, additional support was

provided in terms of better human engineering of the control panels ', and

systems that provided information, e.g. the recent SPDS developments . As a

result, the cognitive process of an operating staff became more "information-

driven" in nature, in many cases promoting a less complex and less attentive,

and therefore more reliable cognitive process in itself.

Realizing that information implies in essence a random collection of data

rather than an orderly synthesis of data into an awareness of understanding or

knowledge, Combustion Engineering (C-E) embarked subsequently on the

development of "intelligent" information systems. The Critical Function

Monitoring System (CFMS)4, described in some detail in this paper, is such a

system. The CFMS promotes a more "knowledge-driven" cognitive process by means

of sophisticated computer-based knowledge-yielding cognitive algorithms which

closply emulate those of an operating staff when performing a task during a

specific plant situation.

Further realizing that a higher degree of knowledge-driven cognizance is

closely related to a lesser degree of attention and consequently higher human

reliability, CE started the development of a minimum attention control center

for nuclear power plants during the early 19R0's. The development is based on

the hypothesis, that to maintain any technological environment in a safe and

efficient -state, the human interaction with that environment can be

accomplished best, if the environment is being viewed as an intelligent entity

interacting with the human by itself. The resulting mutual interaction,

within the boundaries of the environment, can be considered natural, and

rational, if the basic criteria for the interaction between two intelligent

agents can be adhered to (see Table 1).



TABLE 1

Some Basic Criteria for a Natural (and rational) Interaction

(or communication) between Intelligent Agents

o Must have a common purpose or goal (easier interpretation of messages).

o Must have a shared understanding (or models) of the domain and the

interactive agents themselves.

o Must utilize an underlying cognitive concept or structure.

o Must allow for expectation-driven processing of common knowledge

(understanding of incomplete messages).

o Must allow for predictive analysis of anticipated actions before execution,

o Must be able to explain conclusions and actions,

o Must be conducted using a common language,

o Must allow for gaining of new knowledge (learning).
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Figure 1. The Human Expert System?



As can be observed from Table 1, the criteria identified largely coincide with

those groundrules generally adopted by those practicing the development of

artificial intelligence (AI) based natural language processing (Nl_P)

techniques^.

In addition to the criteria listed in Table 1, an interaction procass bP

two intelligent agents might further be improved if the franework

utilization of the knowledge-base of each of the agents is (or appears)

simular. , Several AI practitioners believe that the human knowledge base

(expert system) is structured like a hierarchical society of experts

cooperating with each other, vertically as well as horizontally within the

hierarchy, like in an ideal corporation (see Figure 1 ) .

Further, due to the natural limitations of the human data processing

capabilities , humans have a tendency to think in terns of iriu 1 ~ip 1 e

knowledge-based hierarchies, with the maximum number of levels within each of

the hierarchies probably being not more than sevpn plus or minus two, or three

to four levels for most of us.

With a limited number of levels within each hierarchy and the human mind rarely

accessing more than one hierarchy at a given time, a structure of the knowledge

base of a technological intelligent agent, that is or appears to be simular to

that of the human interacting with this agent, seems the appropriate aporoach.

As will be seen from the further text in this paper, the knowledge base of the

minimum attention control center is largely constructed like the human expert

system. Subsequently, the representative medium of this knowledge base is

through a visualization of this knowledge base, in terms of a selectable multi-

hierarchy color graphics display system with a maximum of four display levels

within pach of the hierarchies.

Considering some of the criteria identified in Table 1, the common goal is to

maintain a safe and efficient operation of the nuclear power plant. The

underlying cognitive concept or structure chosen, is the Critical Function

concept, which has been described in some detail in this paper. This concept

is also described in the context of its effect on the emergency operating

procedures in 'IS nuclear plants. The shared understanding, knowledge, or model

of the domain, is in this case a nuclear plant visualized by a permanent

integrated process status overview display,supported by a three-level color

graphics multi-hierarchy display system. Each display hierarchy embedded in



the display system can .be selected for display, one at the time, on the three

visual display units (VDU). Each display hierarchy contains the knowledge base

related to only one specif ic aspect of the overall plant. For example,

individual display hierarchies can be selected for a post- t r ip accident

monitoring s i tuat ion, or a load- fol lowing pionitorinc and control condit ion, or

a signal data val idation requirement, or a plant protection system nonitor-'ng

requirement, etc. The integrated process status overview display, ai-.hougn

dynamic in nature, remains permanently displayed, to assure that the common

model of the knowledge base is not removed from the interaction process. This

seems good human engineering, because during .human communication a common

visualized model of the knowledge of a domain, often greatly enhances such

communication. The overview display and supporting display hierarchies are

driven by knowledge-based algorithms which d i rect ly process the (dynamic) data

content of the plant signal data-base. The algorithms of individual display

hierarchies also contain the necessary elements for exppctation-anVPH

processing, predictive analysis and explanatory functions. The paper concludes

with a br ief description of the in te l l igent workstation of the minimum

attention control center i t s e l f .

THE CRITICAL FUNCTION CONCEPT

As discussed above, a natural and rational interaction between intel l igent,

ayents must have an underlying cognitive concept or structure. The concept

chosen for CE's minimum attention control center is the Cr i t i ca l Function

concept.

Although addressed in detai l elsewhere, i t currently becomes more clear that

in any environment where perturbed behavior of man or machine can lead to

undesirable s i tuat ions, the concept of "Cr i t i ca l Functions" may be a good basis

for control of that environment. In th is context, a c r i t i ca l function is

generalny considered as a function that must be accomplished by means of a

group of actions (or successpaths) undertaken to reach a chosen goal or

target. I f the c r i t i c a l function is not accomplished, reaching of the goal or

tai ge'c w i l l be hi'jhly unl ike ly .
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In a technological environment such as a nuclear power plant, a c r i t i ca l

function can be Safety, Avai labi l i ty , Operation, Efficiency, Maintenance,

Security, Radiological, etc. , related.

Some self-explanatory examples of l imited sets of c r i t i ca l functions are given
in Tables 2 and 3 for an educational and an aircraft type environment
respectively.

TABLE 2

SOME TYPICAL CRITICAL FUNCTIONS FOR HOW TO GET A DEGREE

NO. CRITICAL FUNCTION PURPOSE/SUCCSSSPATH

1 Fiiwica Control R m w Financial Situation and Sacurt F«ts for
Counas. Booki, t tc

2 Tuna Control Rtmam Pwtonai Timt Schadutai and Sttact
Tima Window* for School and Study

3 TranaponstKM Control Sacur« Transportation by Car. But. Trrtn. f tc .
into tna Diracuon at School

4 KnowUdaa Control Saiacx Riaht School. Counaa and Matanats.
Fitter Out Unrdatad or Suparttuous
Information, ate.

5 Cognition Control Oteiulina Your Cognitim Pracan to tfta
Profaoor't Standards

9 Haartft Control Avoid Phytioloqtcal md Psyenatogtol
0«

7 Datwwor Control Sa Nica to Praianor Mid Othan

As can be concluded from Table 2, if one of the critical functions shown is not
met, it is highly unlikely that the goal of obtaining a degree will ever be
reached.

The first five critical safety functions in Table 3 must be accomplished to

maintain the safety of the aircraft and could be labelled as "anti-crash"

critical functions. Numbers 6 and 7 are the critical functions mainly to

protect the health and safety of the crew and passengers, although these

functions could indirectly also be considered as anti-crash functions.

The critical functions for a Nuclear Power Plant in terms of its operational
safety have been highlighted in Table 4.



Table 3

SOME TYPICAL CRITICAL FUNCTIONS TO KEEP AN AIRCRAFT FLYING

CRITICAL FUNCTIONNO.

1 Lift Control

2 Strum Control

3 Powar Control

Altitude. Control

Cabin Emironmani
Control

Aircraft Envtronm
Control

PURPOSE/SUCCSSSPATH

Ktap tht Aircraft Flying by Control of Ainpaad.
Airfoil. Attnuda etc

Maintain Intaqnty of Airframa to Kaap Aircraft
in Flyaela Condrton by Limiting G-Loads

Aswra and Control Fual Supply to Engirt« to
Maintain Raquirad BPM

Mamtant Aircraft on Controllabto Flsohtpath
Through Coordinated Poutionin« of Control
Surfacai Such « Ruddar, Alterant, Elavaton ate

Kaap Aircraft From Unplarmad Ground Contact
by Ainpaad or Power Control

Pta»ant Exootura of Cm» and PaaMnoarx to
Unhaalttiy Emnronmacm by Matmaining Cabin
laolstwn orvj Approprma Tamoaratttra, Prcnura
and Ovygan Control

Avoid Advant Rytng Condition« Such m in
Thwndantormi, Turbufancai ate by Stick/Throttia
Control to Lent Straaa on Airenft and Mawnain
WMfaraof Crawanü!

Table 4

TYPICAL CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS FOR A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

NO. CRITICAL FUNCTION

I RaacxrMty Control

Z Raactor Coolant Syttam
in««mory Control

3 . Raactor Coolant Sv*t*m
Piauuni Control

4 Raactor Cora Haat Ramoval

5 Reoctor Coolant Syriern
Haut Ramoval

6 Comainmant Praawra/
Tamparatur« Control

7 Containmam Imatnn

PURPOSE/SUCCESSPATH

Umrt Cora Haet Production to What n Raquirad

Maintain a Coolant Halt Trtmfar Maüium
Around Cora

Maintain tht Aopropriata Haat Tramfar Proparti«
of ma Coolant

Trantfar Haat from Cora to i Coolant

Transftr Haat from tha Cora Coolant to Haat Sink

Maintain Contaminant in Prooar Stata to
Damaqa and Radiation Rataaias

Maintain Radnactiva Watarial Within the
Containment

77'
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The f i r s t five c r i t i ca l safety functions as shown in Table 4 could be regarded

as anti-core melt c r i t i ca l functions, numbers 6 and 7 as the cr i t i ca l functions

to protect the health and safety of the public.

As can be observed from Table 4, the accomplishment of each cr i t i ca l function

must be performed at al l times by automatic or by human action(s) or a

combinations of both, to maintain a chosen target state of the plant. This is

of particular importance during the occurrence of an unfamiliar or adverse

event as correctly identif ied by Fortney* , Goodstein and Rasmussen 'l , and

others. The actions to be taken to acccomplish the Crit ical Functions are

commonly identi f ied as Primary and Alternate Successpaths.

A simple representation of human cognitive process u t i l i z ing the concept of

Crit ical Functions is shown in figure 2.

Most human cognitive processes, although often performed unconsciously, seem

like that shown in Figure 2, and being part of a normal rational behavior. I f

the goal is to make a bicycle t r i p , i t is obviously irrational to pump up

the t i res of the automobile i f the bicycle t i res need pumping up, correct

bicycle t i r e pressure being one of the cr i t i ca l functions to be accomplished

for any bicycle t r i p . I t is therefore also quite normal to assume that an

operator in a nuclear power plant thinks along the same process as shown in

Figure 2, to solve any situation, normal or abnormal. A generic type cognitive

process for such operator can then be i l lustrated as in Figure 3.

Figure 2

Basic Human Cognitive

Process to reach an

established goal utilizing

the concept of Critical

Functions.
Determine Cr i t i ca l

Functions to be
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Determine Successpaths

to accomplish

Critical Functions
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Figure 3: TYPICAL COGNITIVE PROCESS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATOR
UTILIZING CONCEPT OF CRITICAL FUNCTIONS

Whatever the established goal is, changing plant mode, tackling an event,--

responding to a security violation, etc., it seems that, although also often

unconsciously, an operator thinks like all of us, in terms of accomplishing a

selected number of critical functions by carrying out the best selected

successpath(s) to reach his goal. As a matter of fact, the rationality of

human interaction could in many cases substantially benefit from an underlying

common structure or concept, such as the critical function concept. And if

this is true for humans, then it seems also true for those cases where a human

must intereact with a machine or a process, such as a nuclear power plant.

One could therefore conclude, that a better "cognitive coupling" between

interacting intelligent agents can be obtained if the elements by themselves

are critical function based. In the case of a nuclear power plant, Combustion

Engineering decided to develop the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPRs) and

the Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS) as critical function basea

operational tools to improve the interaction between the operator and his

plant. The EPGs, developed in cooperation with the CE PWR Owners group,

provide the operator with a post-trip functionally oriented recovery approach,

in addition to the more event oriented or optimal recovery approach. The

concept of the EPGs is described in the next chapter.



EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

Event oriented automated response or successpaths are identified in all nuclear

plant Safety Analysis Reports (SAR). In addition to the primary automated

successpaths, the C-E Standard SAR (CESSAR) identifies an alternate automatic

or semi-automatic successpath for all major analyzed events, to acccommodate a

single failure in the primary successpath, if this should occur. If anything

would go wrong in the sequence of actions during an event other than predicted,

the operators of the plant, being well trained in event-oriented emergency

procedures, would then provide the necessary additional actions to mitigate the

consequences of the event.

Recent occurrences in the nuclear field however, have indicated that a

strictly event-oriented response, (especially to rare, unexpected or

unfamiliar events, e.g. when multiple failures would occur in one or more

successpaths) might be undesired to prevent or limit the extent or consequences

of the event. It's true, that given enough time the plant operators of any

plant can solve any problem in any way. After all, operators are well

qualified professionals. But if a plant's integrity is a function of how

timely and how well a response is provided to an occurring event, it might be

worthwhile to evaluate if there are ways that can assist the operator during

those situations where he might have problems of "putting it all together" when

time and quality of response are of the essence.

Combustion Engineering decided therefore first of all, to look at the basic

cognitive process of an operator in responding to an emergency situation, and

at his main tool that he uses during his response, the plant emergency

procedures. Becoming aware of the fact that the emergency procedures did not

address situations other than the events addressed by the procedures, the

previously discussed concept of the Critical Functions was introduced to the

procedures. The underlying reasoning here was, that if during the occurrence

of an event, the operator would fail to recognize the event, and consequently

would be unable to consult the appropriate emergency procedure, he would first

attempt to bring and maintain the plant in a stable and safe condition,

utilizing the Critical Function concept, before doing anything else. The

resulting concept of the cognitive process of an operator during an emergency

situation that emerged is illustrated in Figure 4.

10
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Figure 4
OPERATOR'S COGNITIVE PROCESS AND

SEQUENCE OF DECISIONS FOR OFF-NORMAL OPERATIONS
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Uti l iz ing this concept, an intense three-and-one-half year of effort was

undertaken in cooperation wi th, and under sponsorship of the CE PWR Owner's

Group, to prepare a set of Emergency Procedures Guidelines which addressed

"optimal recovery" (event-oriented) as well as "functional recovery" response

to emergency situations.

As can be observed from Figure 4, the operator's cognitive process goes through

several stages in order to relate a plant happening with the appropriate plant

procedures. I f the operator is unable to relate a specific symptom set to a

11



specific plant procedure, the operator must revert to a functional recovery

procedure which is based on the Critical Safety Function concept. The

functional recovery procedure includes the identification of the status of the

Critical Safety Functions, and the accomplishment of these functions if they

should be challenged or in jeopardy. To accomplish the functions, the operator

must evaluate the available successpaths and select the most appropriate one

for the purpose.

To assist the operator's cognitive process when performing a functional

recovery procedure, the C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines promote the use of a

check list to determine the status of each Critical Safety Function. Going

down the list, the operator can check for each critical function the criteria

associated with the primary successpath in use for that function. Table 5

shows the Safety Function Status Check for the Reactivity Control critical

safety function. If a function does not meet the criteria, then the operator

subsequently consults the appropriate "Resource Assessment Tree" (listed in the

right hand column of Table 5). Figure 5 illustrates a part of the Resource

Assessment Tree A for the Reactivity Control Critical Safety Function. The

tree pictorially displays all the generic successpaths that can accomplish this

particular Critical Safety Function. The EPGs contain pictorial presentations

of the Resource Assessment Trees for the accomplishment of each critical safety

function.

Each successpath further shows the major components and their minimum operating

requirements (e.g., minimum usable tank level, electical power available, etc.)

for that path, assisting the operator to choose an alternate successpath if

necessary. The operator will normally work from left to right on the tree

implementing or attempting to implement each successpath until the criteria are

met. The path with the highest priority will be that path which is capable of

meeting the success criteria (e.g., only the ECCS is capable of meeting some

success criteria if a LOCA is in progress).

When the appropriate criteria of each of the safety functions are met, the

plant is in a stable condition and the operator consults the Long Term Actions

to assess what further action should be taken. Also at this time the operator

might start paying attention to the cause of the event, potential restoration

of the primary successpath if this proved to be a problem, etc.

12



SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK
Tha Safety Function* Usted Below and Their Respective Criteria Are Those Used
to Confirm the Adequacy of the Events' Mitigation. Additional Safety Functions
Should be Monitored as Appropriata to Evaluate Overall Plant Status.

Sultty Function
Succntoalh CuiiMilly

In U » CilUili

II CMItilj Nol M«t
Implltd PIMII

Condition! Rnourct Tt>«

1. niacllilly
Control

(Al CEA Trip.

(B) BotMkat Uatag
Charging Pump I

(Q Borttton Uaing
ECCSPwap*

(U) CEA OrlM Down

.1

No Moit Tliin 1 CEA Boltom
Uglil Not Ul and RX Powtf

RX Powar < 1(HXK and Conitanl
or Oaciaaalng
RX Powar < 10W% and ConManl

) Boron Addition RM* ><40t OPM

( aid Core Powar Oarnaulng

( RX Powar < 10**»% and Constant

) "

10IC

RX Nol Shutdown
and
ExcMMTCHaat
Production

(C) ' or
1 Boron AdoWon Rstt><40lOP«
\ Mid COffV POVWff O#CTMSet)Q

!

No Mora Tlian 1 CEA Bottom
Ughl Not Ul and FIX Powar
°*C '~k 'Q o,
RX Pomf < 1O^XW. *nd Contlint

.J_

Table 5: EPG Safety Function Status Check list shown for Reactivity Control
critical safety function.

It can readily be seen that to successfully achieve a stable plant condition

during the occurrence of an adverse event, especially with a potentially

simultaneous occurrence of multiple failures of succsspath components, a

considerable mental activity is required from the operator. It is therefore

no surprise that several attempts have been made by the nuclear industry to

provide so-called diagnostic aids. Most of these aids, identified as Safety

Parameter Display Systems (SPDSs) are intended to provide the operator with

more integrated plant status information from which he can further perform his

diagnostics to come up with the knowledqe required to take action(s).

C-E, realizing that performing diagnostics is appropriate when one has the time

but undesireable otherwise, made the decision to supplement the operator's

cognitive process by implementation of this process in a computer. The result,

the Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS), provides essentially a computer

implementation of the operator's cognitive process to determine the status of

the critical functions. The system further provides guidance to the operator

to identify the appropriate successpath to accomplish a critical function in

jeopardy. The next chapter discusses the CFMS in some more detail.
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CAUTION
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THE CRITICAL FUNCTION MONITORING SYSTEM (CFMS)

One proposed solution to improve the man-machine interaction during rare or

unfamiliar situations in nuclear power plants has been to provide the operating

crews with an aid that could provide an integrated display of a minimum number

of critical plant parameters. Such aid, generally identified as a Safety

Paremeter Display System (SPDS) 3, was expected to provide a timely and

correct determination of the safety status of the plant, specifically during

adverse plant conditions.

The CFMS distinguishes itself from other SPOS designs by machine implementation
on

of sophisticated plant dynamics oriented algorithmstu assisting the basic

operator's cognitive process as discussed earlier, to recognize the status of

a selected number of critical functions and the successpaths to accomplish

these functions. In this context, a critical function has been defined as a

group of actions, human or otherwise, which must be accomplished at all times

to keep the plant in a stable and safe condif

critical safety functions monitored by the CFMS are:

o

to keep the plant in a stable and safe condition . The minimum set of

-reactivity control

-reactor coolant inventory

-reactor coolant pressure control

-reactor core heat removal

-secondary heat removal

-containment pressure and temperature control

-containment isolation

The CFMS interfaces with the operator through a color graphics video display

system and controlling key pad. The display system includes a simple thret-

level display hierarchy as shown in Figure 6. The top level 1 display provides

the critical function status type information as shown in Figure 7. The

intermediate level 2 displays provide the information on the availability

status of the successpaths to accomplish a particular critical function as

shown in Figure 8. The lower level 3 displays supply the.details on a

particular successpath chosen by the operator, as shown in Figure 9. The

algorithms and the display development for the level 2 and 3 displays were
12

developed in cooperation with EPRI
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In addition to the primary displays to assist an operator u t i l i z i ng the

Cri t ical Function concept when responding to a plant si tuat ion, each of the

display levels includes a reportoire of operational displays. These

operational displays provide overview as well as more detailed information

which is useful for successpath diagnostics and restoration and validation of

system internal cognitive models, i f so desired by the operator.

The display system is largely "self-direct ing" in nature through applied

sectoring techniques, such that an operator is guided to the most appropriate

display by simple key pad operation. The key pad also allows the operator to

traverse the display hierarchy in any desired manner.
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Figure 8: CFMS Level 2 Successpath Availability Video Display12
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The CFMS has been installed in several operating plants in the U.S. Preliminary

experience with the CFMS has indicated so far, that the device has been well

accepted by the operating crews as an aid to timely assess the status of the

plant.

To confirm the effectiveness of the CFMS during adverse plant conditions, as

speculated by the designers of the system, a full scale experimental

validation13 of the critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS) was carried

out by the Halden Project in co-operation with the manufacturer, Combustion

Engineering, the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VIT) and Imatran Voima

OY (IVO). The experiment took place at the PWR training simulator situated at

the IVO Loviisa nuclear power plant in Finland. The project, which lasted more

than 18 months, covered all essential details:

1H



initial planning, development of a CFMS training program, specification and

installation of data recording equipment, practical training of operating

crews, experimentation and data collection, data processing, analysis and

evaluation. The subjects were twelve crews of experienced operators from the

Loviisa nuclear power plant, undergoing their semi-annual retraining at the

simulator. The experiment, which employed a 'within group comparison' design,

made substantial use of both video and audio recordings, in addition to

computer derived measurements. Two transients were developed which presented

the operators with two equivalent, severe and- complex plant disturbance

scenarios. The analysis combined quantitative and qualitative methods, and

used a detailed timeline description as the basis for answering questions about

the impact of the CFMS. In terms of the overall quantitative analysis, two

specific hypotheses were investigated: (1) that operators using the CFMS

would maintain critical functions more effectively, and (2) that effective

maintenance of critical functions was equivalent to improved plant safety.

Both the overall results and the more detailed qualitative investigation of

timeline data supported these hypotheses. In addition, the CFMS project

demonstrated successfully the validation methodology developed at Halden.

This brief discussion highlights the efforts necpssary to develop and validate

a typical knowledge-based hierarchy before it can be included in the know ledge-

base of a minimum attention control center. Ouring the past sevpral years, and

particularly after actual installation in a plant, the operating staffs rapidly

became to like the CFMS knowledge-based displays. In a sense, most humans

rather prefer to work with knowledge than information or data. Consequently .*

certain dependency by the operating staffs on the system can be expected in due

time. Such dependency naturally raises concern on the potential reliability of

the knowledge provided. Combustion Engineering therefore conducts an extensive

software verification and validation program^1 for the CFMS, which was

developed from an ANSI standard . In addition, basic signal validation

techniques are utilized on the plant signal inputs to the systpm, nore

elaborate techniques being under investigation.
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CE-NUMACC™ NUCLEAR MINIMUM ATTENTION CONTROL CENTER

CE-NUMACC is Combustion Engineering's la test entry in i t s quest of improving

plant safety through improved man-machine in te rac t i on . CE-NUMACC is a n^-'jrai

follow-up of the CE NUPLEX-80TM Advanced Nuclear Control Conol^x-"

developed during the '70' s. CE-NUMACC is of advanced s ta te-o f - the-ar t 5nd is

being developed as a cognit ive system of which the elements are not only

cognit ive by themselves, but also cogni t ively coupled to each other.

To promote the cognitive aspects of CE-NUMACC, the guidelines as identified in

Table 1 are being applied intensively. Hereto, the Crit ical Function concept

is being applied as the underlying cognitive concept. In addition, a

visualization of the internal image or model of the process further promotes

the cognitive coupling between the operatinq s ta f f and the p lant .

Table 6 summarizes the basic features of CE-NUMACC.

TABLE 6

CE-NUMACC™ BASIC FEATURES

o BASIC NUPLEX-80™ FUNCTIONAL AND DESIGN CRITERIA

o NUPLEX-80 PLANT MONITORING, CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTICS TECHNOLOGY

UPGRADED

o INTEGRATED CRITICAL FIJNCTION/SUCCESSPVTH STRUCTURE

o LARGE FORMAT DYNAMIC INTEGRATED PROCESS STATUS OVERVIEW (CE-IPSOTM)

o MULTI-HIERARCHY COLOR GRAPHICS VIDEO KNOWLEDGE-BASED EXPERT SYTEM (CE-

.GRAPHEX™) TO SUPPORT CE-IPSO

o COMPUTER-BASED PLANT PROTECTION SYSTEM

o COMPUTER-BASED COMPONENT CONTROL SYSTEM (CE-MATIC™)

As can be observed from Table 6 , the well established NUPLEX-80 functional and

design criteria have been maintained for CE-NUMACC. Also the PMS (Plant

Monitoring System), PADS (Plant Alarm and Display System) and PDAS (Plant Data

Acquisition System) have been upgraded to the latest state of the art.
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The major differences between NUPLEX-80 and CE-NUMACC are the implementation of

an Integrated Process Status Overview (CE-IPSO) wi th supporting mul t i -h ierarchy

color graphics video display expert system, CE-GRAPHEX, and CE-MATIC, which is

an upgraded version of the NUPLEX-80 SSCCS (Sol id State Component Control

System), u t i l i z i n g such innovations as multiplexed I/O's and DDC (Direct

D ig i ta l Control) capab i l i t i es . Figure 10 shows a typ ica l block diagram of CE-

NUMACC as current ly under development.

Figure 10: Typical Block Diagram CE-NUMACC
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As shown, the plant signals are being collected and processed by PDAS, the

Plant Data Acquisition System. This system is utilizing multiplexing as well

as conventional techniques to acquire and transmit the plant data, depending on

the ultimate use of the signals. As such, the PDAS interfaces with the Plant

Monitoring and Display System (PDMS), CE-GRAPHEX and with CE-MATIC.

The PMDS provides a comprehensive monitoring and display function of the NSSS &

BOP performance, much like a traditional plant computer. The information

generated by this system is displayed on color graphics video monitors which

are strategically located on the NUPLEX-80 like Master Control Console (MMC)

and the Auxilary Control and Safety Center Panels of the Control Center.
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The CE-GRAFEX™ is the cognit ive "nerve center" of CE-NUMACC ana induces a

reportoire of operator and plant management information a ids, such as the CFMS,

COLSS15, VISIONS16 , I S I S 1 7 , e tc . These aids are currently envisioned i n

dedicated stand-alone computer-based modules, or a common host computer

system. The in te l l igence embedded i n each a id module can be invoked by the

user in the form of a dedicated in fo rmat ion h ierarchy d isp layed on thrpo co lo r

graphics video ' mon i to rs , located in or near the In tegra ted Drocess ? : a r j s

Overview (CE-IPSO). F igure 11 represents a s i m p l i f i e d rep resen ta t ion of CE-

GRAPHEX.

As can. be seen from Figure 11, the inherent c r i t i ca l function based cognizance

of the algorithms can be tuned to the cognitive process of the operator such

that a self directed display of information on the VDU s can be achieved. The

a r t i f i c i a l Intelligence embedded in such concept further promotes congruence

between the system's and the operator's internal models.
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18
The CE-IPSO provides a permanent top level status overview of the process

and functions much l ike an expert manager in a society of individual experts
19in a human expert system . The overview is semi-dynamic, and is driven by

the data-outputs of PDAS or by expert-system l ike algorithms calculating

selected process status information (e.g. plant mode of operation, mass/energy

flow balances, etc). A user can interact with CE-IPSO by means of a touchpanel

located on the CE-NUMACC workstation. This touchpanel includes a reduced mimic

of the CE-IPSO process map, providing a one-touch stroke capability to acccess

each individual CE-GRAPHEX display hierarchy i f so desired. In addition to the

'touchpanel, the center control panel of the workstation includes a Page Control

Module (PCM) to access the display pages in each individual display hierarchy,

and a joystick to access a softwara-based version of the CE-IPSO process map.

Figure 12 provides a conceptual presentation of the CE-IPSO, Integrated Process

Status Overview/CE-NUMACC workstation arrangement.

Figure 12: CE - NUMACC
INTELLIGENT WORKSTATION

The CE-MATIC represents CE's latest apprach to the control of a process and

i t s components. The approach includes selected multiplexed DDC (Direct Digital

Control) by means of a trackerball from the PMDS color graphics video

displays. The system is characterized by a sophisticated multi-redundant data

bus and signal isolation structure, promoting a rel iable and safe transmittal

of safety grade or other informative and control signals.
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CONCLUSIONS

Control Centers of nuclear power plants have been progressing from nostly ca-.a-

driven to more information-driven media for interacting with the plants by :he

operating staffs. Utilizing the recent advances of the digital computer

technology, a better understanding of the human cognitive aspects, and the

potential of Artificial Intelligence and Expert System techniques, the obvious

next step is a knowledge-driven interaction with these plants. Such

interaction will promote a less attentive and therefore a higher human

reliability of the operating staffs. The minimum attention control center

concept described in this paper promises to enhance a more knowledge-based

interaction process based on criteria essential for a natural interaction

between intelligent agents. In particular the underlying Critical Function

concept and the visualization of a shared dynamic "intelligent" knowledge base

is expected to reshape the ways man is interacting with his machines...

• THE FUTURE

In light of the current rapid advances of computer technology and applications

in general, significant advances in the monitoring, control and diagnostics of

nuclear power plants can be expected. These advances will most likely include

nearly fully automated plants largely depending on intelligent knowledge-bases

to maintain the safety and efficiency of these plants. Human interaction is

not expected to occur other then during those rare occasions where human

ingenuity must provide the last stand. Considering thf> current global interest

in Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems, there seems to be little doubt

that future control centers of nuclear power plants will utilize these

technologies to the maximum extent possible for further assurance of safe and

economic power generation by these plants.
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